NEWS

During this Spring Semester, the Library is offering a huge amount of courses and workshops!

- For the second consecutive year, within the Global Issues course, the library is involved to accompany the first year bachelors. In accordance with the needs of students, identified by teachers, the librarians provide support to students for posters and reports. How to effectively search information? How to cite the sources? etc. In parallel to these tutorials and online documentation, courses and support within the group sessions are planned this year.

- During the ENAC week, the Library team will give a 45 minutes’ workshop on citation to all Bachelor II ENAC students. It will help the students to acquire good practice and avoid the traps of plagiarism.

- “STAY TUNED! Being up-to-date with your research topic” is a half-day seminar organized by the Library for PhD students. The next two sessions will take place on March 24 and 30. Program and registration available on our website: Program and registration.

- Two classes, requested by the CEAT PhD students and staff members, are underway: bibliographic research and citation (2.3.15) and a presentation of Zotero (20.4.15).

Have a look at the Library’s training offer and contact Chantal Blanc if you are interested in a class or workshop as part of your course or research.

NEW RESOURCES

Print and online journals, requested by IA staff members:

New e-book collections:

- **Arts and Architecture**, De Gruyter
  - 32 new titles
  - (Birkhäuser + Detail editions)

- **Urban planning & Urban studies**, 70 titles: select a theme + “Full content access only”

A website offering audio-visual resources, requested by SAR students:

- **OnArchitecture**, a selection of 150 videos:
  - buildings
  - installations
  - interviews with architects

Have a look at the full list of newly subscribed titles!
DID YOU KNOW?

Deposit your publications in Infoscience, the institutional repository at EPFL.

Infoscience is aimed at collecting EPFL scientific publications, enhancing their exploitability. Posting your papers, reports and other works in Infoscience increases their visibility through OA publication. Self-archiving in the institutional repository also enables compliance with FNS requirements.

The library helps you understand and manage your rights to self-archive your publications or the publication of your research unit. Further information on publishers' policies is available online.

The library may assist you if:

- you wish to publish a list of your works on your own web page or on the web site of your laboratory/research unit
- you wish to analyse the impact of your Infoscience published publications

Your liaison librarian is here to help and answer any questions you may have.

YOUR LIBRARY COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVE

Elena Cogato Lanza is your Library Committee (Commission de la Bibliothèque - COB) representative. This committee, which gathers representatives of different sections and faculties, meets twice a year. The meeting held towards the end of the year ratifies the new demands for subscriptions and licenses.

YOUR LIAISON LIBRARIAN

Chantal Blanc, liaison librarian of the IA institute and AR section, is at your disposal for any further information you may need. She offers support and assistance in several areas, such as information research, training in documentary research and publishing assistance.

chantal.blanc@epfl.ch  
+41 21 693 32 94  
EPFL AA-DAF SISB  ‘RLC D1 220 (Rolex Learning Center) Station 20 CH-1015 Lausanne

AGENDA
Spring 2015

February-May: Global Issues
March 24 and 30: seminar for PhD students
Spring: 2014 library annual report in Architecture and Urban Studies
May: acquisition proposals for the beginning of the Fall Semester
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